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ABSTRACT  

Substituents present on a molecule are known to significantly control the assembly, adsorption, 
and orientation behavior on solid surfaces. Using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), self-
assembly of the Y[C6S-Pc]2 and Y[C4O-Pc]2 double-decker complexes were investigated at a 
solution-solid interface. At concentrations above 1 µM, Y[C6S-Pc]2 formed well-defined 
monolayers with low defect density on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). On Au(111), 
on the other hand, it formed dense groups of small islands with some isolated molecules. There 
was a clear preference for multiples of 15 degrees between the orientations of the islands. A clear 
visualization of the Y[C6S-Pc]2 inner molecular structure, including all eight of the sulfur atoms 
linked to the top phthalocyanine ring, was achieved.   At concentrations below 1 µM, stable 
isolated single molecules were observed only on Au(111), not on HOPG. The thiol linked side 
chains favor strong adsorption on Au(111) surface, with isolated single molecules being easily 
visualized and stable over several image scans. At concentrations where well-defined monolayers 
form, we observe defects in the form of molecular vacancies whose number can be controlled by 
bias voltage. The enhanced stability of the S-linked system over an O-linked system is 
demonstrated by comparison with Y[C4O-Pc]2 and discussed in terms of the organic sulfide-gold 
interaction. On both HOPG and Au(111) isolated molecules of Y[C4O-Pc]2 are never observed,  
Even at very low solution concentrations small rafts of molecules on an otherwise open substrate 
surfaces are observed.  On HOPG the structure of the Y[C4O-Pc]2 monolayer is complex with both 
an open and filled cubic structure occurring as a mixed structure.  The surface structures seen with 
either double-decker on HOPG and of Y[C4O-Pc]2 are probably controlled by equilibrium 
thermodynamics.  The structure of the Y[C6S-Pc]2 complex on Au(111) is determined by the 
kinetic barrier to diffusion across the gold surface and is therefore kinetically trapped.  We suggest 
that core moieties with peripheral S-linked alkanes may generally be particularly strong adsorbates 
on gold. Density functional calculations suggest that the S-linked alkane substituent system may 
be as much as 1 eV more stable on Au than a similar O-linked system. We have also observed that 
the Y[C6S-Pc]2 monolayer on HOPG has a bias and setpoint current dependent defects. At constant 
tunneling current, less negative bias generates a greater number of vacancies as compared to high 
negative bias. Consecutive STM scanning shows the diffusion, disappearance, and appearance of 
new vacancies which are induced both thermally and by the STM tip. This work demonstrates the 
important role of molecule-substrate interactions, bias voltage, tunneling current, and STM tip on 
controlling and stabilizing molecular assembly.   

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Self-assembly of molecules into well-defined supramolecular architectures is a significant 
technique in the so-called “bottom-up” method for making electronic devices from single 
molecules.1- 3 Self-assembly at the solid-liquid or solid-vacuum interface has gained widespread 
attention because of its fundamental importance and potential applications in surface science and 
nanotechnology.1,4,5 To make a premeditated self-assembly with desired surface chemistry and 
physical properties, molecules with a well-defined chemical structure and distinctive properties 
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are needed.1 In addition to the structure of molecules, other aspects, such as concentration,6,7 nature 
of substrate, temperature,8,9 external stimuli, and solvent10 play essential roles in controlling the 
molecular assembly on a surface. Also, the delicate equilibrium between molecule-substrate and 
molecule-molecule interactions always determines the successful formation of a well-ordered 
molecular assembly. Therefore, understanding of such interactions is important to fabricate surface 
nanostructures and molecular devices with desirable function. Stronger molecule-substrate 
interactions can even interrupt the homogeneous growth of the supramolecular structures on a 
surface.11 Thus, the substrate plays an important role in guiding the molecular ordering in 
distinctive directions and their resulting properties.12,13  

As a model molecule, phthalocyanine (Pc) and its derivatives are extensively studied for self-
assembly because of their planar molecular structure, long π-conjugation, biological relevance, 
and superior electronic properties.14- 16 Sandwich complexes containing two Pc rings held in close 
proximity by a lanthanide metal ion -- so-called double-decker (DD) complexes -- represent 
extended conjugated systems, possessing interesting optical, and electronic properties.17 Also, DD 
sandwich complexes belongs to the non-planar phthalocyanine complexes.15 Most importantly, 
lanthanide-based DD complexes have received great attention due to their single-molecule magnet 
(SMM) behavior which makes them promising candidates for molecular spintronics and quantum 
computing.18,19 Preparation of ordered self-assemblies of DD complexes on suitable surfaces is 
important in producing functional materials of these chemical species. Introducing appropriate 
alkyl side chains into a DD complex is an accepted technique improve solubility and to assist in 
defining the final structure through side chain spacing and interdigitation on the surface.14  The 
self-assembly, structure, and electronic properties of DD complexes have been investigated with 
STM on different substrates such as Co(111),20 Au(111),21 H−Si(001),22 Cu(111),23 and highly 
oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG).19, 24 The face-on adsorption of the Pc ring of DD complexes 
on solid surfaces facilitates the exploration of electronic properties by high-resolution STM.14 
Furthermore, STM allows direct observation of single-molecular rotation in DD complexes which 
is an essential element for understanding molecular machines.25-26   

To date, most of the STM studies on DD complexes at the solution-solid interface were 
implemented on HOPG surface.27 Weiss and co-workers have observed two-dimensional crystal 
growth and stacking of DD complexes at the 1-phenyloctane (PO)/HOPG interface.28 There were 
numerous reports on submolecular resolution of DD at the vacuum-solid interface at low 
temperature but a clear visualization of the inner structure of the DD at solution-solid interface 
was not achieved in previous literature.27 To the best of our knowledge, there are few reports on 
the STM of DD complexes at solution-Au(111) interface and the majority of these were done in 
electrochemical cells.29   

Herein, self-assembly of homoleptic DD complexes, Y[C6S-Pc]2 where C6S-Pc is 
2,3,9,10,16,17,23,24-octakis(hexylthio)phthalocyaninato and Y[C4O-Pc]2 where C4O-Pc is 
2,3,9,10,16,17,23,24-octakis(butyloxy)phthalocyaninato, are investigated by STM at the solution-
solid interface. The spontaneous adsorption of these complexes at the 1-PO/HOPG or Au(111) 
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interface was observed at room temperature. Interestingly, STM results reveals that while Y[C6S-
Pc]2 forms long-range ordered monolayers on the HOPG surface. Small, ordered grains with 
randomly oriented isolated molecules are seen on the Au(111) surface. The effect of concentration 
on self-assembly at both HOPG and Au(111) surfaces were also studied. We also observed surface 
defects in the form of holes or molecular vacancies in the Y[C6S-Pc]2 monolayers on HOPG.  The 
number of these vacancies can be controlled by bias voltage and tunneling current.  

2. THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Materials.  Y[C6S-Pc]2 and Y[C4O-Pc]2 complexes were synthesized as described below. 1-
Phenyloctane (>98.0%) was obtained from TCI America (Portland, OR, USA) and used as solvent 
without further purification. HOPG substrates used were 1 cm2 in size and obtained from SPI 
(grade 2; West Chester, PA, USA). STM tips were prepared by mechanically cutting Pt/Ir wire 
(80:20 Pt/Ir, 0.011 in. diameter).  Epitaxial Au(111) films with well-defined terraces and single 
atomic steps were prepared on mica by previously described methods.30,31 These films were 0.1–
0.2 µm thick and had a mean single grain diameter of about 0.5 µm. Unlike true single-crystal 
gold, these small crystal grains showed reconstruction line spacing ranging from 6.3 to about 9.0 
nm.   

Synthesis of Y[C6S-Pc]2 and Y[C4O-Pc]2: Y[C6S-Pc]232 and Y[C4O-Pc]2 33 were synthesized 
according to the published procedures. For the synthesis of Y[C6S-Pc]2, a mixture of 4,5-
bishexylthiophthalonitrile (141 mg, 0.40 mmol), Y(acac)3·2H2O (22 mg, 0.050 mmol), and DBU 
(25 μl) in dry n-pentanol (2.0 mL) was heated to reflux under nitrogen for 8 h. After being cooled 
to room temperature, the volatiles were removed under reduced pressure and the residue was 
purified by chromatography on a silica-gel column with CHCl3 as the eluent. The crude product 
was purified by repeated chromatography followed by recrystallization from CHCl3 and methanol, 
giving the pure target compound Y[C6S-Pc]2 as a dark green powder in the yield of 39 mg (24%). 
As for the synthesis of Y[C4O-Pc]2, by using the preparation procedure of Y[C6S-Pc]2 with 4,5-
dibutoxyphthalonitrile (109 mg, 0.40 mmol) instead of bishexylthiophthalonitrile (141 mg, 0.40 
mmol) as the staring material, Y[C4O-Pc]2 was also obtained as a dark green powder in the yield 
of 43 mg (33%). 

In situ STM Measurements. The experimental layout is shown in Figure 1a. A 10 μm stock 
solutions of Y[C6S-Pc]2 and Y[C4O-Pc]2 complexes were prepared by dissolving these in 1-
phenyloctane and stored in the dark at room temperature (RT), until use. To make samples for 
STM measurements, 10 to 15 μL of 0.3 to 30 μM solution of Y[C6S-Pc]2 or Y[C4O-Pc]2 complex 
in 1-phenyloctane (1-PO) was deposited on freshly cleaved HOPG or Au(111) substrate in a 
custom-made solution cell fitted with a Kalrez o-ring (McMaster-Carr, Elmhurst IL, USA). All 
STM measurements were performed in constant-current mode using a Molecular Imaging Pico 
Plus Scanning Probe Microscope (SPM) equipped with a 1 μm STM scanner. STM images were 
obtained using bias voltages ranging from +1.00 to -1.00 V and a set-point current of 10 to 250 
pA.  STM images were analyzed by using SPIP 6.7.8 software. 
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Computational Methods. Computations were performed with periodic density functional theory 
(DFT) using Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP)34,35 version 5.4.4. or with the program 
Gaussian 09.36 The single molecule DFT calculations on Y[C6S-Pc]2  and Y[HS-Pc]2  were 
performed using the UB3LYP functional and the 3-21G basis for C, N, H, and S  and the lanl2dz 
basis for Y. All Gaussian calculations were made on single molecules in the gas-phase. 

The VASP code uses the projector augmented wave (PAW) method35,37 to describe the core 
electrons and valence–core interactions. We used optPBE-vdW functional38,39 with PAW 
potentials optimized for the PBE functional40 for all calculations. The electronic wavefunctions 
are sampled using a 5×5×1 Gamma centered k-point grid. A plane wave cut off energy of 550 eV 
was used for all simulations. Methfessel–Paxton smearing was used to set the partial occupancies 
for each wave function with a smearing width of 0.2 eV. All the geometries were fully optimized 
up to ~0.001 eV energy and less than 0.02 forces. The choice of our DFT methodology, plane 
wave cutoff energies and k-point choice was based on previous periodic DFT simulations of 
similar systems of type41- 46 and size.47 Additional computational details are presented in the 
Electronic Supplementary Information, ESI.  VASP calculations for species on Au were performed 
i) on a supercell composed of three layers of 3×3 Au(111) with the bottom two layers frozen at the 
experimental crystal structure, ii) upon a supercell having a single molecule adsorbed in an initially 
flat structure on the above Au, and upon a single adsorbate (without Au) all in the same size 
supercell. Adsorbate density was less than 1 monolayer.  Calculations on graphite were performed  
on  similar sized supercells but with only 2 layers of graphite and the bottom layer fixed at the 
experimental geometry 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 1: a) Diagrammatic representation of the in situ STM set-up at room temperature, with a 
representative Y[C6S-Pc]2 molecules adsorbed on Au(111) at the solution-solid interface. b) 
Molecular structure of Y[RS-Pc]2 complex, where R = -C6H13. Top view (c) and side view (d) of 
Y[RS-Pc]2 molecules, here R is replaced with hydrogen for simplicity. Bottom Pc ring is shown in 
lighter colors for clarity. Top view represents 45o angle between top and bottom Pc ligand while 
side view shows doom shaped structure of both Pc ligands. Red cross in 1a indicate randomly 
distributed Y[C6S-Pc]2 molecules on Au surface. 
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Structures:  Figure 1b shows the chemical structure of Y[C6S-Pc]2 where a Y3+ ion is sandwiched 
between two phthalocyanine (Pc) rings.  Both Pc rings are fully peripherally substituted with S 
linked C6H13 groups.  They are oppositely domed and rotated by approximately 45o with respect 
to each other.  The structure of Y[C4O-Pc]2 is similar with O replacing S.  The optimized structure 
of Y[HS-Pc]2 is shown in Figure 1 c and d.   This simplified structure was used to probe the 
electronic and structural properties of the core complex. 

Figure 2: Surface-assisted self-assembly of Y[C6S-Pc]2 on top of HOPG and Au(111) surfaces 
at room temperature. a) Large scale STM images of Y[C6S-Pc]2 self-assembled architectures (a) 
at PO/HOPG interface and a cross section(b), indicated by red line in a.  STM images of Y[C6S-Pc]2 
at the PO/Au(111) (c & d) interfaces.  Yellow circles show surface vacancy defects, the white 
circles identify individual Y[C6S-Pc]2 molecule, while the white square shows grains of closely 
packed but disordered molecules. The green arrows depicts direction of orientation of small grains 
of Y[C6S-Pc]2 complex on Au(111) surface. Concentration of Y[C6S-Pc]2 solution is 10 µM for both 
HOPG and Au(111) surfaces. Scale bar in all images is 20 nm. Tunneling parameters: (a) Vbias = -1 
V, Itunnel = 20 pA; (b) Vbias = -0.7 V, Itunnel = 20 pA; (d) Vbias = -0.7 V, Itunnel = 20 pA. 
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STM Data:  Firstly, we investigated the self-assembly of Y[C6S-Pc]2 complex by applying 10 µL 
of a 10 µM solution of Y[C6S-Pc]2 in 1-PO on a freshly cleaved HOPG surface.  The Y[C6S-Pc]2 

complex formed a long range ordered, and uniform monolayer at the 1-PO/HOPG interface (Figure 
2a). A cross-section profile over a few molecules (Figure 2b) reveals that the height of molecule 
was approximately 0.40 ± 0.02 nm which is close to earlier reported studies of DD complexes 
(Figure S1).48 Also, we observed a few surface defects in the form of molecular vacancies in 
monolayers of the Y[C6S-Pc]2 complex. These defects appear as holes with apparent depths of 
approximately 0.40 ± 0.03 nm which we believe are due to loss of a single molecule from the 
continuous monolayer (Figure S1).24  Figures 2c and 2d show the STM of Y[C6S-Pc]2 on Au(111). 

An STM image of a typical region of a 
monolayer of the interface between 30 µM 
Y[C4O-Pc]2 in 1-PO and HOPG is shown in 
Figure 3.  This apparently disordered structure 
is composed of two well defined and 
interleaved structures present in different 
proportions across the surface.  The long-range 
persistence of this structure can be seen most 
clearly in Figure S2.  The surface is composed 
of an open 2.60±0.05 x 2.60±0.05 nm 90±2° 
structure that has molecules inserted in the 
opening in the center to produce a 1.86±0.05 x 
1.86±0.05 90±2°.  For this to occur the alkane 
chains of the O-C4 groups must extend up into 
solution rather than lie flat upon the surface as 
they do in the open structure.  The phenomena 
of short (≲ C12) alkane prosthetic groups 
failing to adsorb on HOPG is well documented. 
49   

Remarkably, under similar concentration to those used for adsorption on HOPG, the Y[C6S-Pc]2 

complex on Au(111) formed three types of molecular arrangements as shown in Figure 2b & 2d. 
Small ordered grains, disordered close-packed molecules (indicated by white square), and isolated 
single molecules (represented by white circles) were present on Au(111) surface. Single molecule 
vacancies (yellow circles) were also observed.  The poorly ordered distribution of molecules on 
Au(111) suggests strong binding interaction between the Y[C6S-Pc]2 complex and Au(111) surface 
which results in rapid nucleation and growth of small ordered grains.  The self-organized structures 
of Y[C6S-Pc]2 form a close packed square lattice structure on the HOPG surface. The lattice 
parameters were measured to be a = 2.1±0.05 nm, b = 2.1±0.05 nm, and angle = 92o±3o. The 
individual molecules seen in Figure 2d are not randomly oriented but instead are multiples of 15° 

Figure 3: Y[C4O-Pc]2 monolayer at 30 µM in 1-
PO and HOPG interface.  Scaled molecules are 
inserted.  Regions of open and dense square 
structures are typical.  Vbias = 0.8 V, I= 20 pA 
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rotationally positioned.  This can be seen more clearly in Figure S4.  This 15 degree multiple 
interval is additional evidence of a preferred adsorption position of Y[C6S-Pc]2 on Au(111). 

The cross-like molecule resembles a metallophthalocyanine with peripheral sulfurs, which is the 
top half of the Y[C6S-Pc]2 complex. High resolution STM images reveal flat adsorption of the DD 
complex on both HOPG and Au(111) surfaces, i.e., with the ligand planes parallel to the substrate 
surface (Figure 4), similar to monomeric alkylated phthalocyanines.50 Four lobes forming cross 
shaped molecules were observed which corresponds to the four six-membered rings of the upper 
phthalocyanine unit in the Y[C6S-Pc]2 complex. In DD complexes, the lower Pc ligand is distant 
from the upper Pc ring, and even more distant from the tip, so it is not possible to tunnel directly 
into and clearly image the lower Pc ligand. Also, the substrate is even further away from the upper 
Pc ligand.  Hence, the contribution of the substrate density of states, as well as that of the lower 
Pc ring, to the STM image is minimal, allowing easier observation of the orbital distribution in the 
upper Pc ligand. 

Figure 4: Submolecular resolution of Y[C6S-Pc]2 complex. High-resolution STM images revealing 
sub molecular features at 1-PO/HOPG (a, b, c), and 1-PO/Au(111) (d) interfaces at different bias 
voltage. Concentration of Y[C6S-Pc]2 solution is 10 µM for both HOPG and Au(111) surfaces. e) 
Structural model of Y[HS-Pc]2 complex, where dark blue atoms are nitrogen, dark gray atoms are 
carbon, dark yellow atoms are sulfur, dark cyan atom is yttrium, and light gray atoms are hydrogen. f) 
The electron density distribution of the  Y[HS-Pc]2 LUMO calculated by density functional theory. 
For simplicity, here we have shown structure and LUMO level of Y[HS-Pc]2 complex instead of 
Y[C6S-Pc]2. Also, schematic molecular structures of the corresponding top layers in the Y[C6S-Pc]2 
complex without side chains were superimposed on STM images in a, b, and d. In STM image e, 
LUMO of top layer was superimposed. Scale bar is 1 nm in all STM images. Tunneling parameters: 
(a) Vbias = -0.7 V, Itunnel = 10 pA; (b) Vbias = -0.4 V, Itunnel = 20 pA; (c) Vbias =  0.4 V, Itunnel = 20 pA (d) 
Vbias = -1 V, Itunnel = 20 pA. 
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Figure 4c shows a real-space model of the Y[C6S-Pc]2 molecules where side chains of R= -C6H13 
are replaced with hydrogen atoms for simplicity of display and calculation. To gain more insight 
to intramolecular structure of our DD complex, high resolution STM images at different bias 
voltage and constant tunneling current at the 1-PO/HOPG interface are also displayed in Figure 4. 
Remarkably, at bias -0.4 V, the STM image shows eight lobes (Figure 4d). The distance between 
the two closest lobes is approximately 3.2 Å which agrees with the distance between two sulfur 
atoms present on one benzene ring of Y[C6S-Pc]2 calculated from the optimized DFT structure. 
Also, the distance between two diagonal lobes is ~1.6 nm which also matches to the DFT 
calculated value. At bias +0.4 V, STM images closely match the lowest unoccupied molecular 
orbital (LUMO) of the Y[C6S-Pc]2 complex (Figure 4f) which is due only to the upper Pc ligand. 
The HOMO and LUMO are quite similar (Figure S5) and one cannot dismiss the possibility that 

both contribute to the image at bias voltages near zero. The hydrocarbon portion of the side chains 
of Y[C6S-Pc]2 were not visible in STM images.   A bit of a curiosity is the fact that the center of 
the molecule in Figure 4b is bright - unlike the dim center seen at the other voltages displayed.  
We suggest that this bright center might be due to resonant tunneling through mixed of yttrium 
metal and Pc valence orbitals, similar to what is seen in cobalt phthalocyanine.30,51  If so, the 

Figure 5: Concentration dependent self-assembly of Y[C6S-Pc]2 complex on Au(111) and HOPG 
surfaces. STM images of Y[C6S-Pc]2 complex at different concentrations: 10 µM (a), 5 µM (b), 1 µM 
(c), and 0.2 µM (d) at 1-PO/Au(111) interface. STM images of Y[C6S-Pc]2 complex at 1-PO/HOPG 
interface at different concentrations: 10 µM (e), 5 µM (f), 1µM (g), and 0.2 µM (h). Inset image in 
figure d shows the topographic STM height profile across individual Y[C6S-Pc]2 molecules (indicated 
by red line). Bright green arrows in STM image d indicates direction of orientation of individual 
molecule. Large areas of bare Au substrate were present at lower concentration. Scale bars in all 
images is 10 nm. Tunneling parameters: a) Vbias = -1.0 V, Itunnel = 20 pA; (b-d) Vbias = -0.7 V, Itunnel = 20 
pA; (e) Vbias = -0.7 V, Itunnel = 10 pA, (f) Vbias = -0.5 V, Itunnel = 20 pA, (g) Vbias = -0.6 V, Itunnel = 10 pA, 
(h) Vbias = -1.0 V, Itunnel = 20 pA.   
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resonant tunneling it would result from changes in the yttrium electronic density of states because 
of interactions with the substrate and would not be observable in the gas phase calculation used to 
generate figure 4f. 

The presence of small grains and isolated Y[C6S-Pc]2 molecules on the Au(111) surface but not 
on HOPG motivated us to investigate the effect of concentration on self-assembly. To determine 
that this presence was not a simple concentration effect, we performed STM imaging at different 
concentrations at both 1-PO/Au(111) and 1-PO/HOPG interfaces. Remarkably, we observed stable 
oriented and isolated Y[C6S-Pc]2 molecules with large empty space on the Au(111) surface at low 
concentration (0.2 µM) (Figure 5). The topographical height profile across an isolated molecule 
(the red lines in Figure 5d) shows an almost identical height of 0.4 nm compared to Y[C6S-Pc]2 

molecules on the HOPG surface.48 The same concentration on the HOPG surface produces a very 
different result.  Here one finds large open areas with small regions of fully formed but unstable 
monolayer packing. The resulting distribution is quite like that of Y[C4O-Pc]2 on HOPG (Figure 
S3) and on Au (vide infra).  

When intermolecular interactions are stronger than the molecule-substrate interaction, molecules 
diffuse about the surface until aggregation into islands immobilizes them. If the adsorbate-
substrate interactions are sufficiently weak, few nucleation sites form and large well-ordered 
islands result.  In these cases, thermodynamics can control the observed structure.52 When the 
molecule-substrate interaction is very strong, the steady state coverage is achieved with randomly 
distributed isolated molecules because the barrier to diffusion across the surface is high compared 
to k. In these cases, the surface structure is controlled by kinetics and the thermodynamic 
equilibrium structure cannot be achieved. If one were to heat the kinetically controlled system 
sufficiently, one would expect it to convert to the thermodynamic equilibrium state.  The observed 
structural disorder and presence of isolated molecules only in the sulfur linked system confirms 
that the Y[C6S-Pc]2-Au interactions are much stronger than the Y[C6S-Pc]2 -HOPG interactions 
and stronger than the Y[C6S-Pc]2 - Y[C6S-Pc]2 interactions.  

S-linked versus O-linked:  The above observation that Y[C6S-Pc]2 binds more strongly to Au 
than to HOPG leads one to ask if this strong affinity for Au(111) is a common phenomenon for all 
DD complexes, or is it specific to sulfur linked systems? To answer this question, we compared 
STM studies of a non-sulfur linked DD complex, Y[C4O-Pc]2, on the Au(111) surface (Figure 6).  
Figure 6a is a model of the compound, while Figures 6b-6f are STM images of Y[C4O-Pc]2, on 
the Au(111).  At 1 µM concentration of Y[C4O-Pc]2 on Au(111), small islands are observed with 
the same  2.60±0.05 x 2.60±0.05 nm 90±2° structure  seen on HOPG but these islands are not 
stable. Figure 6e and 6f show two consecutive scans of the same area. Molecules present in the 
blue dotted rectangle disappeared in the 2nd scan.  Isolated molecules were not observed. This 
indicates much weaker interaction between Au(111) and Y[C4O-Pc]2 relative to the sulfur analog.  
This is in stark contrast to the behavior of the Y[C6S-Pc]2 complex. We again note that the 
distribution Y[C4O-Pc]2 complex on Au parallels nicely the behavior of Y[C6S-Pc]2 on HOPG. 
Thus, it appears that the high affinity of Y[C6S-Pc]2 for Au(111) is related to the sulfur linkers. 
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  Having determined that the sulfur linkers are providing the strong attachment to the Au surface, 
one must ask what is the primary factor contributing to this affinity?  While it is well known that 
thiols and disulfides form strong covalent bonds with a gold surface53, the interaction of organic 
sulfides with gold is less well known.  Two types of organic sulfides, thiophene and di-
alkylsulfides, have been explored.  In direct conflict with early theoretical predictions, Dishner et 
al. were able to observe STM images of self-assembly of thiophene on Au(111) by immersion in 
an ethanolic solution.54  Following Dishner’s work, several authors investigated the thiophene-
Au(111) system and determined that at low coverages the molecule adsorbed reversibly (no S-C 
bond cleavage) and that the thiophene lay nearly parallel to the gold surface.55-57 Temperature-
programmed desorption measurements indicate that the reversible desorption energy is near 0.65 
eV.55,57  More recent density functional treatments of the thiophene-Au(111) system give 
reasonable agreement with experiment.43,58  A small but informative body of literature also exists 
for the dialkylsufides adsorbed on gold.  These studies also indicate that the dialkylsulfides adsorb 
reversibly without cleavage of the S-C bonds and that the alkane chains tend to lay parallel to the 
surface at low surface coverage.41,59,60  Interestingly, diethylsulfide is reported to have a desorption 
energy larger than for thiophene.61  While computational studies are hard to find, they do exist.41  

While an adsorption energy of the order of 0.7 eV in UHV is unlikely to result in strong adsorption 
from solution, one must remember that each DD has eight sulfurs in contact with Au.  An 8×0.7 
eV adsorption energy is very strong.  To put this in perspective, however, we should contrast this 
adsorption energy of thiophene and dimethylsulfide with that of similar oxygen compounds -- 
furan and dimethylether.  To this end we have performed periodic boundary condition DFT 
calculations on thiophene, furan, dimethylsulfide and dimethylether adsorbed in a near planar 
configuration on unreconstructed Au(111) and on HOPG.  Table 1 contains the results of these 
calculations and Figures S10, S11, and S12 show a selection of local minima and their associated 
desorption energies. 

Based on the results reported in Table 1, the S linked system has an adsorption energy of 0.1 to 
0.3 eV greater than the oxygen analog, per linker.  Taking the lower value, 0.1 eV per S, gives an 
increased adsorption energy of 77 kJ/mol for the S linked DD over the O linked DD.  We believe 
that it is this strong reversible interaction of the valence saturated sulfur that makes the S linked 
double decker particularly stable on the Au surface.  Going further, we suggest that these sulfur 
linked systems may be generally useful for creating strong adsorption on gold without cleaving 
existing chemical bonds. 

What about the difference between Au(111) and HOPG?  To address this issue, we computed the 
adsorption energies of the same compounds on HOPG.  The resulting values are given in Table 1.  
Elkington and Curthoys used gas chromatography to measure the heats of adsorption of both 
thiophene and furan on carbon black.62  Assuming the absence of an activation barrier to 
adsorption, adsorption and desorption energies should be similar.  Their results are also reported 
in Table 1.  While the values are smaller than the calculated ones, both results for furan and 
thiophene are similar on a given surface.  Shukla and coworkers measured the desorption energy 
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of diethyl ether on graphite by temperature programmed desorption. 63 Their result is included in 
Table 1.  Son and Rybolt,64provided both computational and experimental values for the binding 
energy of thiophen on graphite. While the experimental data on heats of adsorption is incomplete, 
and our DFT calculations appear to overestimate the adsorption energies, it is clear that the 
covalently saturated sulfur species adsorb with similar energies on HOPG and with significantly 
higher energies on HOPG when compared to the covalently saturated oxygen analogs.  These 
results are entirely consistent with our STM observations. 

 

The strength of adsorption is suggestive, but not necessarily predictive, of low diffusion barriers 
on surfaces.  To ensure that the S-Au interactions are inhibiting molecular translations on Au, we 
used DFT to estimate the barriers to translation for dimethylsulfide and dimethylether.  This was 
done by starting from the optimized lowest energy bound structure and then simply translating the 
adsorbate to one of the symmetrical midpoints to the next equivalent position on the surface.  There 
a single point energy calculation was performed.  Some of the structures and results are presented 
in Figures S13, S14, and S15.  Based on these calculations, the barrier to translation for dimethyl 
sulfide on Au(111) is 2.2 times higher (about 0.22 V) for the thiol than for the ether.  Given that 
motion of the Y[C6S-Pc]2 required the translation of eight disulfides, it is clear that these 
calculations strongly support the near immobility of the Y[C6S-Pc]2 complex on Au. Interestingly, 
the barrier to translation for dimethylether on HOPG is only about 0.02 V (S14).  

Surface and Tip-Induced Defects on HOPG:  To determine the stability of the self-assembled 
structure on the HOPG surface, we investigated the effect of bias voltage, tunneling current, and 
time on the monolayer and surface vacancies. Consecutive STM scanning of the same area at 
different bias but at constant tunneling current, reveals a large change in number of surface 
vacancies Figure S6 and S7). Upon varying the bias from -1.0 V to -0.7 V at tunneling current = 
20 pA, a large increase in the number of vacancies was observed.  This increase is likely due to 
desorption of molecules from the monolayer. Most importantly, when bias was switched back to 
its initial value i.e. -1.0 V, the number of defects decreased but the position of the few remaining 

Table 1:  Electronic desorption energies (eV) for the indicated molecules in a near planar 
configuration on Au(111) and on HOPG. 
 Au(111) HOPG 
Adsorbate This work Previous This work Previous 
Thiophene 0.67 0.63a 0.57 0.35c 
Furan 0.58 0.51b 0.51 0.31d 
Dimethylsulfide 0.77 (0.70f) 0.48  
Dimethylether 0.47  0.45 (0.47e) 
a) Experimental from reference 61; b) computational from reference43; c) experimental value 
from reference64; d) experimental from reference 62; e) experimental value for diethylether 
from reference 63, and f) experimental value for diethylsulfide from reference 61. 
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defects has changed (Figure 7). To check the reproducibility, the same procedure was again 
repeated between -1.0 V and -0.7 V, every time the same results were observed. Changing the bias 
polarity does not have a significant influence on stability of the monolayer, orientation, and 
number of surface defects (Figure S8). A monolayer was stable in bias ranging from -0.5 V to -1.0 
V and from +0.5 V to +1.0 V (Figure S8). Similarly, to study the effect of tunneling current, 
sequential scans of the same area at constant bias but at different tunneling current ranging from 
20 pA to 250 pA was performed. The monolayer was quite stable up to 100 pA, and also the 
number of vacancies was not greatly changed. Beyond 150 pA, desorption of the monolayer began 
but switching back to 20 pA caused redeposition and gives a well order structure with no change 

Figure 6: Surface-assisted self-assembly of Y[C4O-Pc]2 on top of Au(111) surfaces at room 
temperature. a) Molecular structure of Y[C4O-Pc]2, (b)  resentative STM image of annealed Au(111) 
surfaces exhibit the well-known herringbone reconstruction lines. c) Large scale STM images of 
Y[C4O-Pc]2 complex architectures at 1-PO/Au(111). Red dotted circle indicates island of Y[C4O-Pc]2 

complex on Au(111) surface. d) High resolution STM image of island of Y[C4O-Pc]2 on 1-PO/Au(111) 
interface. Dotted blue rectangle indicates group of molecules which are desorbed in consecutive scan. 
e and f) Consecutive STM images of islands of Y[C4O-Pc]2 on Au(111) surface reveals unstable nature 
of assembly. Here concentration of Y[C4O-Pc]2 solutions is 1 µM. Scale bar: b = 20 nm; c = 50 nm; d 
= 5 nm; e) & f) = 10 nm. Tunneling parameters: (a) Vbias = -1 V, (b) Itunnel = 20 pA; (c) Vbias = -0.7 V, 
Itunnel = 20 pA; (d) Vbias = -0.7 V, Itunnel = 20 pA. 
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in orientation (Figure S8).  Overall, switching the scanning conditions to those normally used to 
see assembly caused redeposition of DD molecules on HOPG surface. 

Increasing the tunneling current or decreasing the bias voltage causes the tip to move closer to the 
surface.  This motion could result in physical contact between tip and molecules, producing a 
disturbance in the monolayer and causing desorption of molecules from the HOPG surface. 
Alternatively, the desorption could be the result of the electric field generated by the tip.  In this 
case, the analysis is more complicated because increasing the voltage at fixed bias increases the 
distance, d, between tip and surface while the electric field goes as V/d.  An even greater 
complicating factor is the fact that the current depends on the local density of states and that also 
changes with voltage. The logarithmic plots of the tunneling current versus d at fixed bias are not 
linear and have increasing slope as the tip-surface distance decreases. These non-linear plots 
suggest that understanding the voltage and current dependence of the tip induced desorption will 
require a detailed analysis of the LDOS of this system – an analysis we are not prepared to make 
at this time.  

Given the empirical observation that vacancies depend upon bias conditions, one may ask about 
the time evolution of defect formation and repair. To gain insight into this process, we sequentially 
scanned the same area of the interface for several minutes at constant bias -0.7 V and a tunneling 
current 10 pA.  The diffusion, disappearance, and generation of new vacancies was observed. Most 
vacancies remain at their initial position during sequential scanning (Figure 8a to 8j) while some 
vacancies (red arrows in Figure 8) moved. Initially, vacancy 7 & 8 in Figure 8 are separated by six 
molecules but in image 8c the distance is reduced to three because three DD molecules slide 
towards vacancy 8.  Then in image 8e, vacancy 7 moved one placed towards right as indicated by 
yellow arrows. Some molecules appeared to be blinking, i.e., desorption and adsorption behavior 
of molecules from solution. A molecule indicated by a green circle in Figure 8g disappeared but 
reappeared in Figure 8j. Initially, the total number of vacancies are eight but in the final image 
there are nine i.e. one new vacancy is formed.  It is indicated by a white circle (Figure 8g). Thus, 
each consecutive scan at -0.7 V bias will not generate new vacancies in every scan. Here observed 
diffusion of vacancies is mostly due to sliding of molecules present next to a vacancy. These 
surface diffusion events are mostly occurring in the fast scan direction, indicating tip induced 
movement of molecules. Therefore, most of the observed vacancy mobility is a simple diffusion 
process, not an adsorption/desorption phenomenon.  
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Figure 7: Effect of bias voltage on surface vacancy defects. Sequential STM images obtained at the same 
area of monolayer of Y[C6S-Pc]2 complex on the 1-PO/HOPG interface at different bias voltage and 
constant tunneling current (20 pA). Initially, bias voltage is -1.0 V and 20 pA tunneling current. Then bias 
is changed to -0.7 V but tunneling current is kept constant. The change of tip bias immediately induced a 
desorption of few molecules from HOPG surface and generated few more vacancy in the monolayer. Bias 
was again changed to -1.0 V without disturbing the tunneling current. The number of vacancies in the 
monolayer was reduced. The time interval among each image is 85 sec. The concentration of Y[C6S-Pc]2 
solutions is 10 µM. Scale bar in all images is 20 nm. 
 
In order to assess the role of thermally induced diffusive, we did a single STM image of a fixed 
area and then did not scan until 20 minutes later (Figure S9). Our hypothesis is that during that 20 
minutes all motion would be due to thermal events since the tip was not perturbing the surface.  
Fascinatingly, about half the vacancies remained in their original positions, but some changed their 
position and a few new vacancies also appeared. Thus, a significant fraction of the vacancy motion 
is thermally induced. Extracting the kinetics of the thermally induced processes will be an 
extremely challenging problem since the time scales of the tip induced and thermal processes are 
very similar.  The act of measuring the system disturbs. 
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Figure 8: Effect of scanning on surface vacancy. Consecutive STM images of same area of a monolayer 
of Y[C6S-Pc]2 complex on 1-PO/HOPG interface at constant bias (-0.7 V) and tunneling current (10 pA) 
(a-j). Six vacancies (1 to 6) remained in their same position that they occupied in 1st scan. (k) shows 
schematic representations of the single and triple vacancy jump processes. (l) shows schematic description 
of desorption (on) and adsorption (off) of molecules from solution which is indicated by green circle. (m) 
represents zoomed-in portion of area represented by white dotted rectangle from image (c), (d), and (e) 
where sliding of molecule was clearly observed in middle image. (n) shows schematic illustrations of 
sliding of molecules. Red double headed arrow shows separation between vacancy 7 and 8, which is initially 
separated by six molecules than reduced to three, one and finally two. Yellow arrows show movement of 
vacancy 7. White circle represents a new vacancy. The time interval between the two images is 64 sec. The 
concentration of Y[C6S-Pc]2 solutions is 10 µM. Scale bar in all images is 10 nm. Tunneling parameters for 
all images are Vbias = -0.7 V, Itunnel = 10 pA, and scan speed = 8 lines/sec.65 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS 

The spontaneous adsorption of Y[C6S-Pc]2 and Y[C4O-Pc]2 on HOPG and Au(111) surfaces has 
been characterized by STM at solution-solid interface. Clear resolution of the internal structures 
of individual molecules was achieved. This is the highest resolution of a double-decker complex 
seen at the solution/solid interface to date.  On HOPG well-ordered monolayers of Y[C6S-Pc]2 are 
observed at concentrations of 10 µM or more.  At lower concentrations well-ordered but somewhat 
unstable islands are observed.  This is also the case for Y[C4O-Pc]2 on HOPG and Au(111).  Thus, 
intermolecular forces play a dominant role in the adsorption of Y[C4O-Pc]2 on either substrate. 
However, Y[C6S-Pc]2 on Au(111) nucleates much more rapidly and its mobility is dramatically 
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reduced.  This is seen in the form of many small islands oriented relative to each other at multiples 
of 15 degrees at high concentration and by stable isolated molecules at very low concentration.  
Thus adsorption of Y[C6S-Pc]2 on Au(111) is dominated by molecular-substrate forces.  Both the 
adsorption energy and the barrier to diffusion on Au(111) are substantially higher than for the 
oxygen linked compound. Thus, the structure of the sulfur linked complex on gold is kinetically 
controlled while all the other structures are likely thermodynamically stable.   The strong Y[C6S-
Pc]2-Au interaction is attributed to the sulfur linkers and not to the double deckers themselves.  
DFT calculations show that valence saturated sulfur compounds have significantly higher 
adsorption energies on gold than their oxygen analogs.  The influence of the linking atoms may be 
significantly further enhanced by the lack of planarity of the distorted phthalocyanine ring which 
reduced the van der Walls interactions between the ring and the surface. It is suggested that core 
moieties having S-linked peripheral groups will generally be more strongly adsorbed on gold than 
with the same core compounds having oxygen linked peripheral groups.  The marked difference 
in chemistry of the sulfide and oxide species on Au can play an important role in designing self-
assembling surface structures where a particular core entity is chosen for its electronic or magnetic 
properties but requires prosthetic groups to self-assemble. 

The monolayer of Y[C6S-Pc]2 on HOPG contains surface vacancy defects which are partially 
controlled by bias voltage and tunneling current and are partially thermally induced. We expect 
our report to encourage further research in the area of surface assemblies and the construction of 
molecular electronic devices. 
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The Supporting Information is available free of charge at XXXXX.  It contains details on the 
measurement of molecular height, pictures of HOMO and LUMO, and examples of bias voltage 
and set point current on the formation of defects. Also shown is a high-resolution image of isolated 
Y[C6S-Pc]2 molecules on Au indicating their 15° orientation relationship.  Supercells of fully 
optimized adsorbates on Au(111) and their associated desorption energies are shown.  Selected 
structures and their energies used to estimate the surface diffusion barrier are also given. 
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Figure S1: Depth Profile of molecular vacancy at 1-PO/HOPG interface. STM images of self-assembled monolayer of Y[C6S-Pc]2 complex on 1-PO/HOPG

interface at bias voltage = -0.7 V, and tunneling current =20 pA. Left and right side of STM images are depth profile of molecular vacancies indicated by blue and red

lines. Scale bar is 10 nm.
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Figure S2:  200 nm × 200 nm STM image of Y[C4O-Pc]2 monolayer at 
the 30 µM in 1-PO and HOPG interface. V = 0.8 V and I = 20 pA.
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Figure S3:  STM image of the interface between of  3µM Y[C4O-Pc]2 in 1-PO and HOPG.  Occasional small 
unstable islands are observed but no isolated molecules.  V = 0.8V and I = 10 pA.
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Figure S4.  STM image of very low concentration Y[C6S-Pc]2 on Au(111).  Note that the isolated molecules 
are well defined and all are oriented in multiples of 15 degrees to each other.  The scale bar is 20 nm.
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Figure S5: HOMO (398a) and LUMO (398b) of Y[C6S-Pc]2 complex.
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Figure S6: Effect of bias voltage on self-assembly on top of HOPG surface. Consecutive STM images of same area of a self-assembled monolayer

of Y[C6S-Pc]2 complex on 1-PO/HOPG interface at different bias voltage ranging from -1.0 V to +1.0 V [Vbias = -1.0 V (a); -0.7 V (b); -0.5 V (c), -0.3 V (d);

+0.3 V (e); +0.5 (f); 0.7 V (g); and 1.0 V (h)] and at constant tunneling current (20 pA). Scale bar in all images is 20 nm.
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Figure S7: Effect of low negative bias voltage on self-assembly at 1-PO/HOPG interface. Consecutive STM images of same area of a self-assembled monolayer of

Y[C6S-Pc]2 complex on 1-PO/HOPG interface at different bias voltage [Vbias = -0.7 V (a); -0.2 V (b); and -0.7 V (c)] and at constant tunneling current (20 pA). At low

bias voltage molecules start desorption from HOPG surface. Fascinatingly, upon coming back to -0.7 V molecules again appeared but position as well as number of

vacancy is not same. Scale bar in all images is 20 nm.
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Figure S8: Effect of tunneling current on self-assembly at 1-PO/HOPG interface. Successive STM images of the same area of a
monolayer of Y[C6S-Pc]2 complex on 1-PO/HOPG interface at different tunneling currents ranging from 20 pA to 250 pA and at constant
bias voltage (-0.7 V). The number of molecular vacancies were similar up to 100 pA but at higher at current molecules start desorbing from
the HOPG surface. Interestingly, upon coming back to 20 pA, a self-assembled monolayer of Y[C6S-Pc]2 again reappeared but the position
as well as number of molecular vacancy in first frame and last frame are not similar. Scale bar in all images is 20 nm.
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Figure S9: Effect of time on number of vacancy in self-assembly at 1-PO/HOPG interface. Consecutive STM images of same area of a self-assembled monolayer of Y[C6S-Pc]2 complex

on 1-PO/HOPG interface at constant bias voltage (-0.7 V) and tunneling current (20 pA). Time gap between two images is approximately 20 minutes. Blue circles indicate vacancies which

remained at same position, white circle represents vacancies which either disappeared or moved, and yellow circle shows vacancies moved by some position or newly created vacancies due to

desorption after 20 minutes. Red dotted circle represents position used as a reference point i.e. after 20 minutes we recorded STM image at same position. Scale bar in all images is 20 nm.
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Figure S10:  Selection of fully optimized thiophene and furan on Au(111)  found in this study
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Figure S11.  Selection of fully optimized dimethylsulfide and dimethylether structures found in 
this study
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Figure S12:  Selection of local 
minima for S(CH3)2 oriented 
parallel to the Au(111) surface.  
Note what is apparently a very 
small rotational barrier.
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Figure S13:  Optimized structure (far left) and single point calculations of the optimized structure of 
O(CH3)2 translated to midpoint between equivalent structures on Au(111).  The barrier to translation on the 
surface is only about 0.10 V.
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Figure S14:  Optimized structure (far left) and single point calculations of the optimized structure of S(CH3)2
translated to midpoint between equivalent structures on Au(111).  The barrier to translation on the surface is only 
about 0.22 V.
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Figure S15:  Optimized structure (far left) and single point calculation of the optimized structure of O(CH3)2
translated to midpoint between equivalent structures on HOPG.  The barrier to translation on the surface is only 
about 0.02 V.
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